Jan Pickett

Embossing with Extra Pzazz
Shadows, highlights and a third dimension

Workshop on 15th June 2019
9.45am to 4.00 pm
Rockwell Green Village Hall, Rockwell Green, Wellington TA21 9BU
Embossing is the art of shaping letters and patterns so that they are raised above the surface of
the surrounding paper. Embossed surfaces cast subtle shadows, giving an appearance of quality
wherever used. You will learn to prepare and cut templates which can be re-used, along with the
embossing process, with its many and varied applications.
With a little more cutting for 3D ‘build-ups’ and some exciting multiple embossing, perhaps even
a touch of colour, you can really give it that extra pzazz!
Come and enjoy these two, easily acquired, related techniques, to produce some stunning
results... Suitable for all levels.

Important PTO for Materials List

Materials list
Embossing tools (two sizes, double ended are excellent)
Cutting Mat
Exacto Craft Knife or equivalent WITH LONG POINTED
BLADES (NO 11)
(If using a scalpel, please bring small pair of pliers to change
blades)
Spare sharp blades (no 11 - pointed) YOU WILL NEED spare blades
Tracing paper, 2H pencils Thin card - cereal packet thickness is excellent!
Masking tape, metal ruler, Scissors, rubber Pritt Stick Pastels (dry, not oil)
Selection of good quality Watercolours- pans or tubes, (not gouache)
Good quality pointed brush Coloured pencils (ideally water soluble, but not
essential)
Essential: BFK Rives (perfect for embossing) 250gsm or 300gsm
We will be making a bulk order. The price is £4.09 for 1 piece 56x76cm 280gm weight
or £2.05 for half a sheet 56 x 37.5cm plus postage costs. Half sheet is the minimum you
will need. Please let Janet or Carole know by 25th May what you want.

A small selection of Watercolour papers, (small sizes are OK)
(Somerset paper also embosses well, but it is NOT friendly to watercolour )

A small light box IF you have one – (but a window will work wonders!)
There will be some boxes available but it will be easier if you can bring a box
with you.
Patience and sense of humour!

To book please telephone Bee Ottway on 01458 830172 or email

barbaraottway@googlemail.com
Find us at www.westcountryscribes.co.uk

